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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, product configuration and optimization are very important topics in several industrial
applications such as the manufacturing of Engineered-to-order (ETO) products, where there is a
fierce increase in market competition. The product configuration allows past design solutions to be
reused and newproduct variants to be defined and pre-designed. However, the delivery of new con-
figurations of products requires a technical feasibility analysis before closing the contract of theorder
with the customer. There is a lack of commercial tools which can support the designer from the early
configuration phase to the product optimization with the automatic generation of geometric mod-
els and simulations. While traditional software tools can be used for the product configuration, with
automation in the CAD modeling, other ones can combine optimization algorithms with numerical
simulations. However, the combination of all these design levels requires the development of a ded-
icated platform tools. The research aims to reduce time and cost related to the early design phase of
an oil & gas system, focusing on gas turbine ducts. The paper proposes a methodological approach
to integrate the design optimization with the product configuration usingModel-Based simulations
to verify the technical feasibility and to optimize the product design. As a test case, the early design
of a gas turbine chimney is proposed.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, product configuration and optimization are
very important topics in several industrial applications
such as themanufacturing of Engineered-to-order (ETO)
products [15], where there is a fierce increase in mar-
ket competition [22]. Generally, the enterprises, which
develop ETO products, gradually focus competition on
how to increase the external variety of products to meet
customers’ individual requirements under time and cost
constraints by decreasing the internal variety of prod-
ucts, thus realizing the maximization of enterprise profit
[22, 24]. The bottleneck issue regards how to satisfy the
personalized customer requirements under the current
production conditions and cost constraints [10]. Another
important issue is the evaluation of the product com-
pliance with the related legislation and normatives. This
aspect is difficult to automate in a worldwide company
where customers require different normatives to be eval-
uated. Concerning complex ETO products such as big
steel structures, the normative check related to the struc-
tural performance needs numerical calculations to be
evaluated.
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The development of tools to support the product con-
figuration of ETO products allows to reduce time in
the product definition, to reuse past configurations, and
to propose standard solutions to be evaluated with the
customer [5, 10, 11].

Configurator systems are tools which allow designers
to engineer a product satisfying to customer’s require-
ments and standards of the specific domain, even if the
required product has been not yet developed in the past
[10]. To improve this activity is crucial to acquire and for-
malize explicit and implicit knowledge [8, 10, 11], define
the “best practices”, and develop Object-Oriented tools.
Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) is a methodologi-
cal approach and a category of tools for the development
of Object-Oriented applications to aid expert engineers
to automate the process such as product configuration
and to avoid loss of knowledge and knowhow [10]. KBE
is in fact a research field that studies methodologies and
technologies for capturing and re-using product and pro-
cess engineering knowledge to achieve automation of
repetitive design [20]. KBE methodologies can improve
time, cost, and quality performance if they are applied
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during the early phases of product design [3, 7, 13]. The
reusable knowledge is usually represented as rules; in
this way, different software platforms, such as ICAD [17],
DriveWorks [5] and Rulestream [3], have been devel-
oped since the 80s to support the Rule Based Design
(RBD) approach [5]. These platforms provide tools to
implement tailored KBE applications using scripts and
programming codes. The use of RBD programs enhances
a reduction in design cycle time by 50% [5]; thus, the
designers can allocate their time in value-added activ-
ities for the enterprise. Around 20% of the designer’s
time is dedicated for searching and analyzing past avail-
able knowledge, while 40% of the required informa-
tion is identified through personally stored information,
although other sources of information may be more reli-
able [12]. The current engineering design process shows
an imbalance between the time required for non-creative
activities and the time available for the exploration of
innovative design spaces. The imbalance has been grow-
ing over time and becomes excessive for complex prod-
ucts [16].

Many examples of KBE tools based on a customized
software architecture are presented and discussed in lit-
erature [7, 8, 17]. Raffaeli et al. proposed a Configurable
Virtual Prototypes (CVP) approach for designing recur-
rent product modules [23]. A tool was used for elicit-
ing knowledge introduced by parametric template CAD
models and reusing it in new 3D models. In this case,
semantic rules were used to recognize parts parameter-
ization and assembly mating constraints form 3D CAD
models. Some KBE tools implement rules with analyti-
cal and numerical solvers to support the configuration
process [7, 17]. The use of numerical software such as
CFD solvers (Computer Fluid Dynamics) or structural
FEM tools (Finite Element Method) allows to investigate
the performance of product configurations not yet pro-
totyped. On the other hand, typical RBD systems need
a complete prediction of all design variations and pos-
sibilities [5]. Each configuration and possibility must be
captured in the programs before running them. During
the configuration, the user can manipulate independent
variables and the RBD system determines the remaining
dependent variables. They work with simple products as
well as with complex ones such as a packaging machine
[5] or an automatic assembling line [3].

A limit of traditional RBD systems is the difficult to
solve open-ended problems such as optimization studies
where the possibilities and design variations are difficult
to predict. There are problems like combination explo-
sion and difficulty of multi-objective optimization [18].
La Rocca et al. proposed an optimization loop integrated
with a configuration tool based on ICAD platform to
support the RBD process in aircrafts design [17]. This

case shows an optimization tool which can change the
parameter valueswithout the need for the user interactive
sessions. However, this research does not consider evolu-
tionary algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms (GAs) to
support the optimization analysis of the design variables.
A solution was analyzed by Li et al. [18] which proposed
a multi-objective optimization method of production
configuration, based on multi-object genetic algorithms.
They confirm that a configuration-orientedmodel is nec-
essary to describe the composition of the components’
relationship in a product. Their approach works well for
assemble-to-order (ATO) products like personal com-
puters; however, it needs integration to be applied for
ETO products, such gas turbine ducts or steel structures.
While ATO products are modularized and components
are standardized [25], ETO products also require tech-
nical analysis to be included in the optimization loop
to support the engineering phase [24]. Willner et al.
proposed a model for analyzing and improving design
automation activities in ETO companies such as the use
of sales-configurator and technical configurator.

Typical ETO products are oil & gas systems, which are
designed and customized based on the customer require-
ments [4]. Generally, themanufacturing of complex ETO
products is characterized by a negotiation phase [18, 24],
where customer deals with different manufacturers, in
order to choose the best partner for the product fabri-
cation in terms of cost, results, and timeline. Configura-
tion and quotation are complex activities, that today use
computer systems for the direct interaction with the cus-
tomer. The process from the request for quotation to the
order confirmation is one of the strategic processes for the
industrial competitiveness and its efficiency [10]. There-
fore, it is very important for the producer to approve and
deliver a project quote as soon as possible, according to
the customer timeline and specifications. On the other
hand, a quote needs a preliminary design and a tech-
nical analysis of feasibility. These studies begin within
the negotiation phase, involving the procurement office,
and continue inside the technical offices until the nego-
tiation is final. Thus, there is a necessity to reduce the
time of each early design phase, increasing efficiency and
optimizing cost and performance of the product [6, 16].
As a solution, some industrial players have been paying
attention to design tools and methods which support the
engineers in the reduction of cost and time [6, 9, 14].
One of these solutions is the development of configura-
tion tools [15], which allow past design solutions to be
reused and new product variants to be defined and pre-
designed. However, the delivery of new configurations of
products requires a technical feasibility analysis before
closing an order with the customer. The other solution
to reduce cost and time is the use of a multi-objective
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optimization (MOO) analysis [6, 18]. Generally, objec-
tives of MOO analyses are focused on the searching of
configurationswhichmaximize the product performance
and minimize weight and manufacturing cost. Wei et al.
presented a multi-objective optimization of a modular
product configuration [21] to support the search of fea-
sible solutions that satisfy customer requirements and
product constraints. This research is based on genetic
algorithms (GA); however, they do not consider numer-
ical simulations into the optimization loop.

There is a lack of commercial tools which can sup-
port the designer from the early configuration phase to
the product optimization with the automatic generation
of geometric models and simulations. While traditional
software tools can be used for the product configuration,
with automation in the CAD modeling, other ones can
combine optimization algorithms with numerical sim-
ulations. However, the combination of all these design
levels requires the development of a dedicated platform
tools.

The research aims to reduce time and cost related
to the early design phase of oil & gas systems such as
gas turbine ducts. The paper proposes a methodological
approach to integrate the design optimization with the
product configuration usingModel-Based simulations to
verify the technical feasibility and to optimize the prod-
uct design. The scope of the scientific contribution is the
study of design methodologies and practices to integrate
processes of multidisciplinary optimization inside con-
figuration activities mostly based on RBD approaches. As
a test case, the early design of a gas turbine chimney is
proposed in this paper.

2. Approach

Fig. 1 describes the methodological approach, where the
Model-Based simulation is the connection point from
the configuration phase and the optimization one. The
product configuration requires the definition of the input
specifications, the related normative, the selection of the
boundary conditions, and the setting of the functional
and geometrical parameters. The output of the proposed
configuration process is the automatic generation of a
parametric product BOM and CAD-models with opti-
mized parameters. Traditional configuration tools search
already defined solutions from a database of products
or create new components/assemblies from parametric
models. Generally, the configuration of ETO products
aims to reuse past-solutions in a customized product.
However, it is difficult to re-use the same ETO solu-
tion in a different application. The complexity is due to
many issues such as the variety of normatives and cus-
tomer’s requests. A configuration tool can search andfind
a suitable solution to be employed, however it is always
necessary to provide a technical analysis to validate the
proposed solution. Additionally, optimization analyses
are often performed to improve the product behavior and
reduce the related cost.

The approach aims to reduce time and cost during the
early technical analysis using a platform tool which inte-
grates a configurationworkflowwith a product optimiza-
tion loop (Fig. 1). The proposed method has been tested
in the configuration and optimization of a gas turbine
chimney. The resulting workflow increases the complex-
ity of the design platform and introduces a computational

Figure 1. The proposed methodological approach.
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Figure 2. The interaction of the configuration parameters inside the optimization loop.

cost due to the simulations involved in the optimiza-
tion loop. The computational time and the hardware
resources are related to the simulation solvers involved.
Analytical solvers are quick and do not require a high-
performance computing. On the other hand, FEM sim-
ulations can require an increasing computational cost,
which is related to the complexity of the geometry and
equations involved. However, it is possible to reduce the
effort of complex 3-D analyses using simplified geomet-
rical models.

The automation of the design workflow is like what
achieved by a configuration tool with design automation
features. The user can use a configuration platform to
set attributes, boundary conditions, and design require-
ments. The proposed platform (Fig. 1) solves the product
configuration, using implemented rules and formulas,
and it generates 3D models and BOM (Bill of Materials).
In this workflow, several parametricmodel-basedmodels
are captured in a repository to be re-used for an opti-
mization analysis. The optimization analysis is automatic
and it is based on data defined in the configuration phase
(Fig. 10). The optimization functions are the weight and
the cost reduction with the structural constraints pro-
vided by standards and normatives. After the phase of the
configuration setting, the user is involved in the decision-
making process where a report shows him a list of all
configurations which satisfy the Pareto frontier in the
Multi-Object Optimization analysis.

Concerning the approach highlighted in Fig. 1, the
input data is the collection of the customer’s require-
ments and specifications. The workflow is divided into
two parts: the configuration workflow and the optimiza-
tion one. The configuration workflow concerns the use
of a user interface to select the product characteristics on
the basis of the customer specifications. As already dis-
cussed, ETO configurations need a technical analysis for
closing the negotiation phase. Therefore, the optimization
workflow aims to validate the resulting configuration and
to optimize the related variables. In the case of oil & gas
ducts, variables can be related to sheet metal thickness,

connections, reinforcements, etc. The approach consid-
ers the sizing and the setting of variables as a function to
be evaluated through the optimization loop. In this con-
text, model-based simulations are necessary to evaluate
the behavior of a complex ETO product.

The parameters involved in a configuration process
can be constant or variable (Fig. 2). The constant param-
eters describe dimensional constraints, boundary con-
ditions, and load conditions. Variables are geometri-
cal dimensions which can change values into a defined
range. Fig. 2 describes the interaction of the configuration
parameters inside the optimization loop. The optimiza-
tion loop focuses on the investigation of the geometrical
variables. The design user can define the range and values
of all parameters to be optimized.

As described in Fig. 1 and 2, model-based simulations
are involved in the optimization loop. These simulations
regard simplified 3D geometries ofmodels with paramet-
ric attributes, boundary conditions, and load conditions
(Fig. 10). Simplified geometries can be 3D shell surfaces,
edges, simple solids, etc. Attributes are related tomaterial
type and characterization, geometrical thickness, nor-
mative requirements. Boundary and load conditions are
related to the design cases to be simulated. The employ-
ment of simplified geometries reduces complexity and
time in the calculation activity. Since model-based sim-
ulations are parametric analyses, variable and constant
data can be easily changed and set for each design con-
figuration.

The optimization loop is based on GA (Genetic
Algorithm) methods, which are evolutionary tools used
for solving optimization problems [19]. These meth-
ods are inspired by nature and reproduces the biological
model of chromosomes, which contain genetic informa-
tion represented by location and value of their genes.
The implementation of a genetic algorithm requires
the definition of representation, fitness function, parent
selection and survivor selection mechanisms as well as
matching and mutation operators [19]. The five steps
of a GA are: the definition of an initial population, the
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evaluation phase, the selection, the crossover, and the
mutation. The population of candidate solutions (indi-
viduals) is evolved toward better solutions by an iter-
ative process. Each individual has a set of properties
called chromosomes which can be mutated and altered
(crossover andmutation), and in each generation, the fit-
ness of every individual in the population is evaluated.
Fitness is defined as the value of the objective function
related to a defined population.

2.1. Model-based simulations

A Model-Based simulation is a physical system rep-
resented by object-oriented (O-O) blocks, where each
block contains information and functions regarding the
calculation of performance and system behavior (Fig. 3).
The model-based approach is an engineering design
method applied in several fields such as mechanics,
informatics, and electronics. The simulations involved in
this paper regard the structural analysis and the early
analytical calculation of the cost estimation related to
the configuration analyzed. One of the advantages of
a Model-Based simulation is the definition of previous
parametric models, which are easy to reconfigure for the
analysis of further product configurations. The updating
of a Model-Based simulation also regards the definition
of boundary conditions and load combinations to be ana-
lyzed. The load combinations are related to parameters
such as the environmental conditions, and normative to
be applied. Regarding the simulation analysis involved in
this paper, the SAP2000 software by CSI America was
used to solve the structural behavior of the duct items.
The related simulations concern the study of themechan-
ical behavior of a simplified geometry with shell surfaces.
Using the API tools provided by SAP2000, an algorithm
has been implemented with VB script to update each
Model-Based simulation with parameters and geometri-
cal models related to a specific duct configuration to be
analyzed. Typical parameters to be optimized for a gas
turbine vertical duct are thickness and height.

Figure 4. A simplified bolted flange.

Figure 5. A simplified ground fixing.

From Fig. 4 to 6, some geometrical simplifications are
described to represent the 3-D model of a gas turbine
chimney. Fig. 4 shows a simplified bolted flange without
the representation of the bolting, and Fig. 6 reports a sim-
plified circular reinforcement using shell surfaces. Fig. 5
highlights the use of simple cylinders to describe the fix-
ing of the stack base without reproducing a complete
bolting.

The load conditions to be considered during the
design process are related to the installation case (geo-
graphical region, local conditions, normative and reg-
ulations, etc.). The structural checks are related to the
specific normative required and agreed upon with the
customer. As example, ASCE/SEI 7-05 [2] is a typical
standard used for the definition of the design loads and

Figure 3. The description of the model-based simulation object.
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Figure 6. A simplified circular reinforcement.

cases to be applied in structural analysis. The strength cri-
teria for a structural analysis are defined by normative
such as ANSI/AISC 360-10 [1]. Generally, design loads
considered in a structural check for steel structures such
as exhaust systems are:

• Dead loads: the total weight of the structure with all
equipment, machineries, and accessories;

• Live loads: variable loads related to the use of the
structure and their accessories such as the crane;

• Wind load: the action of the wind in each direction
(+X, -X, +Y, -Y);

• Seismic load: the simulation of the dynamic load
related to a possible earthquake. Response spectra are

very useful tools for analyzing the performance of
structures and equipment in earthquakes;

• Operative pressure: the nominal operative pressure
inside the structure;

Generally, each normative, which is focused on the struc-
tural analysis for steel construction, defines a combina-
tion of loads to be evaluated in different design cases.
Eq. (1) shows a typical load combination with dead
load (Dead), operative pressure (Op.Press.), wind action
in+X direction (Wind+x), live forces in+ x direction
(Live+x), and seismic load as response spectra in X direc-
tion. The coefficients (A, B, C, D and E) are calculated
on the basis of the related normative to be applied in
a specific case. The design of a steel structure includes
the analysis of different load combinations with differ-
ent numbers of load applied. Each combination provides
different values for the highlighted coefficients.

A · Dead + B · Op.Press. + C · Wind+x

+ D · Live+x + E · SeismicResponseSpectra−x (1)

3. Exhaust system

The operation of a gas turbine provides several health
risks related to noise, heat, and flue emissions whichmust
be minimized through the design of the exhaust system.
The exhaust system of a gas turbine consists of ducts,
expansion joints, filters, and special items. Ducts can be
composed of vertical items (Fig. 7) or horizontal ones
(Fig. 8). The main functionality of this system is to guide

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. a) An example of an oil & gas chimney for gas turbine plants; b) a shell model of a chimney; c) a schematic representation of
Wind action on an equivalent fixed beam.
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Figure 8. Example of a horizontal exhaust ducts for gas turbines.

the exhaust gasses from the gas turbine into the atmo-
sphere. The exhaust system ismandatory because the flue
gases can reach temperatures between 400 and 650 °C.
A secondary function of the exhaust system is to reduce
the level of sound pressure, which is produced by the gas
turbine during operation. Therefore, each exhaust item
has an insulating layer to reduce thermal exchange and
noise propagation. The loading conditions require ther-
mal resistance materials because the exhaust ducts oper-
ate under enormous strain from turbulence and pressure
fluctuations from the gas turbine. Possible failures can
be lead to cracks, damages on ducts and insulation walls
under high temperature.

A gas turbine chimney, which is the object of the pro-
posed case study, is a vertical insulated steel duct with
a circular section (Fig. 7 (a) and (b)). The inner diam-
eter is constant and its value depends on the size of
the gas turbine involved in the power plant to be engi-
neered. A chimney, used in gas turbines, consists of sev-
eral flanged cylindrical ducts. The thickness of the ducts
decreases from the base duct to the last item, and this
issue was considered in the proposed optimization anal-
ysis. The parameters to be optimized, during the early
design phase of an oil & gas chimney, are the thickness
and the height of each duct item. Since the total height
of a chimney is fixed, the definition of the height of each
duct is an indirect way to limit the number of duct items.

4. Design platform

The proposed methodology involves a software plat-
form which includes tools such as configurator, CAD
system, database, FEM solver, optimization tool, and a
tailored software tool which performs the connections
with all mentioned software. While the workflow of this
design system has been already described and discussed
in Section 2, this section introduces the tools and how
they interact in the implemented design platform (Fig. 9).
The platform tool is a test case application of the pro-
posed method. Particularly, the case study regards the
configuration and optimization of a chimney used in
exhaust systems for gas turbines.

Figure 9. The proposed software platform.

4.1. Configuration and optimization

An already developed software has been used as a ker-
nel to configure and generate 3-D models of exhaust
ducts. This configuration framework was implemented
using the development framework provided by Siemens
Rulestream. Rulestream is an Objective-Oriented plat-
form to develop ETO software (such as configuration
tools) by storing configuration rules in a relational
database. This platform provides tools to interact with
database and CAD systems.

The configuration process regards the filling out of
a configuration sheet, which collects all information for
the CAD modeling and the early BOM generation. This
configuration tool already implements the knowledge for
the correct selection of components and materials. In
particular, Fig. 10 shows the configuration platform to
design an exhaust system including duct items. This plat-
form (Fig. 10) is a prototypical interface, developed using
Visual Studio and the ASP.NET programming code. The
use of the ASP.NET language is related to the necessity
to provide a client-server application. This tool, called
Integration Interface, integrates the use of a configuration
software and an optimization one. While the configu-
ration software is the tool already developed using the
Siemens Rulestream technology, the optimization tool
is a design workflow developed using the modeFrontier
software.

The already developed configuration software imple-
ments design rules, database, and formulas for the
definition of all attributes of the product structure. The
embedded knowledge was gathered and organized in col-
laboration with a design office which works on the devel-
opment of oil & gas solutions. The knowledge acquisition
mostly required documents arrangements (book parts,
manuals, scientific and technical publications, standards,
3D CAD models, 2D drawings, etc.) for the definition
of the explicit knowledge. The acquisition of the tacit
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Figure 10. The developed Integration Interface.

knowledge was more complex and required interviewers
of experts who described in detail their design activities
and decisions. The implemented tacit knowledge con-
cerns the definition of procedures for the sizing of sheet
metal objects, the design of the insulation, the external
connections, etc.

The interface highlighted in Fig. 10 has been per-
formed for the design of exhaust systems including
chimneys. All input information is necessary to support
the configuration process and to define the parameters
for the optimization loop. In particular, the configura-
tion software runs in the background and sends the
results to the prototypical Integration Interface (Fig. 10).
The Integration Interface can execute a design optimiza-
tion analysis in the background for giving the results
to the designer. An optimization workflow has been
defined for each type of exhaust configuration, how-
ever this paper is focused on vertical ducts such as
chimneys. The design optimization of a chimney is

focused on the sizing of ducts in terms of item thick-
ness and height. The Integration Interface also imple-
ments a first analytical 0-D analysis which gives feed-
back regarding the average stress applied to a simpli-
fied chimney structure. This 0-D analysis is based on a
parametric model which considers the duct as a beam
fixed at one end with uniformly distributed load for the
wind action and concentrated load at any point for the
weight of accessories. Fig. 7c shows a schematic rep-
resentation of the distributed load related to the wind
action. The 0-D analytical study considers all input val-
ues such as geometrical dimensions, material proper-
ties, and normative. The output is the reduction of the
values range to be investigated for each duct thick-
ness. The second level of analysis involves the optimiza-
tion of a 3-D chimney model using the values range
defined in the first study. This approach aims to reduce
the computational cost due to the complex 3-D FEM
simulations.
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Figure 11. An example of an exhaust system with chimney.

The input data of the configuration of exhaust ducts
regards information such as the gas turbine involved,
the climate data, the geographic location, the reference
normative, standards, and the dimensional constraints.
Generally, in the case of a chimney duct, the dimensional
constraints are the maximum height of the chimney, the
inner diameter of the cylindrical duct, and the height
of the stack base, which is the first item of the vertical
ducts (Fig. 11). The traditional output of a configura-
tion workflow for exhaust systems is the definition of
ducts and chimneys usingmany already engineered items
and few customized parts. The objective of the proposed
test case is to enlarge the configuration workflow using
tools and methods to optimize the output model using
a MOO approach. The optimization analysis, proposed
in this research, is based on Model-Based simulations to
evaluate the product performance and product cost.

Regarding the cost estimation, the paper proposes a
parametrical calculation based on the ducts weight, the
number of items involved, and the constant cost related
to accessories and inner insulation (Eq. (2)). In partic-
ular, the target is focused on the chimneys’ analysis. As
mentioned before, the inner diameter of a chimney is
already defined by the applied gas turbine machinery,
therefore the inner insulation can be considered as a fixed
layout in a configuration project as well as the requested
accessories.

Costchimeny = Cs ·
N∑

i=1
Weighti−duct + (N − 1)

· CJ +
M∑

j=1
Cj−accessory + Cinsulation (2)

Figure 12. A simplified shell model of a duct item.

Eq. (2) describes the parametric cost estimation related
to a gas turbine chimney. While the Cs term represents
the specific cost related to a kilogram (kg) of a steel duct,
the N term is the number of duct items employed in
the chimney configuration and the Weighti term is the
weight of each item. The second term (N-1)Cj represents
an average cost for the ducts’ junctions. Finally, Cj is the
cost of each accessory and Cinsulation is the cost related
to the inner insulation, which is not a variant cost in the
proposed chimney configuration.

The Integration Interface (Fig. 10) reads all parameters
from the configuration sheet and sets the variables in the
optimization workflow. The modeFrontier platform has
been used to develop the optimization workflow because
this tool implements GA methods to solve maximum
and minimum problems. The performed optimization
workflow imports all constant and variable parameters
related to the chimney project to be configured and opti-
mized. The connection between Integration Interface and
modeFrontier was performed with VB scripts code. The
model-based simulation approach allows to rapidly re-
size and re-configure the virtual models to be analyzed
during the optimization workflow. Each model-based
simulation includes a simplified shell geometry (Fig. 12).
A database collects different templates of model-based
simulations. Each simulation includes a CADmodel with
parameters to set geometrical entities, loads for the check
analysis, and boundary conditions. Using a simplified
geometrical representation, a duct item can be described
with shell objects such as cylinder surfaces and planar
patches (Fig. 12).
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Figure 13. The optimization workflow developed using modeFrontier GUI.

Fig. 13 shows the optimizationworkflow implemented
using the modeFRONTIER tool. The proposed Integra-
tion Interface (Fig. 9) can connect each design variable
with the parameters guided by GA methods in the mod-
eFrontier project. Regarding the optimization loop, the
GA iteration starts with the definition of an initial popu-
lation. A population is a set of values which represents
a configuration of parameters. Each optimization pro-
cess considers at each loop the calculation of objective
functions to be maximized. Each function is calculated
by simulations such as the FEM structural analyses used
in this paper. According to the GA theory, the evalua-
tion process focuses on the definition of non-dominated
individuals, the calculation of objectives, the fitness eval-
uation, and the rank assignment to add the solution on
the Pareto dominance. TheGAmethod used in this paper
is the MOGA-II algorithm, and the FEM solver used for
the structural analysis is SAP2000.

5. Test case

This section discusses about the result of a chimney
design using the proposed methods and tools. The con-
figuration regards a 36-m chimney for a single-cycle gas
turbine used in oil & gas applications with a requested
power over 10MW. The configuration setting is the same
highlighted in Fig. 10. As example, the configuration has
been defined for a North America installation. The com-
parison is between the final optimization model and a
reference model which was designed before. As high-
lighted in Tab. 1, the proposed approach can reduce 7%
of the total weight related to the steel material involved
for the construction of the duct items, and about 10% is
the possible cost reduction estimated in the configura-
tion phase. The number of duct items is 6. This number is

Table 1. The comparison between the optimized model and the
reference project.

Weight Reduction (steel) 7%
Time Reduction in Design Activities 100 h
Cost Reduction 10%
Number of items 6 (instead of 5)

one more than the reference project, which employed 5,
because, using the proposed optimization approach, the
final configuration enhances the use of ducts with stan-
dard height to reduce additional manufacturing costs.
A table reported inside Fig. 10 shows the difference
between the reference configuration and the optimal one
in terms of ducts height, thickness, and number. The
resulting CAD model of the configurated chimney is
described in Fig. 11. The reduction of time related to
design activities considers the benefits due to the config-
uration process and the optimization one. The detailed
values related to cost, timing, andweight are not reported
in this paper because it is confidential information which
cannot be published. However, the paper describes the
methodological approach and the connections between
theModel-Based analyses (FEM simulations and analyti-
cal calculation) and the design frameworkwhich includes
a configuration software and an optimization tool.

The selection of the optimal solution has been man-
aged inside the optimization workflow developed with
the modeFrontier platform. The optimization analysis is
based on a MOO algorithm which is MOGA-II, where
the objectives are the reduction of weight and cost and
the constraint is the structural check (performed by
SAP2000). The variables are the number of items, and the
height and thickness of each duct. Traditional solutions
for a MOO analysis are based on the Pareto front, how-
ever a user-defined objective function (Eq. (3)) has been
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used to evaluate the optimal configuration of chimneys in
this test case. This approach allows to automate the selec-
tion of the optimal solution, because after several itera-
tions the configuration with the higher score is defined
as the optimal one.

OBJ = C1 · Weightcriterion + C2 · Costcriterion (3)

The user-defined objective function (Eq. (3)) considers a
different weight related to weight and cost reduction. The
coefficients defined as C1 and C2 represent the different
weights assigned toweight and cost reduction (the sumof
these coefficients is 1). The quality characteristic is Small-
is-Better (SiB) for both criteria (weight and cost reduc-
tion). The termsWeightCRITERION andCostCRITERION rep-
resent how the solution is better than the target values.
The target values regarding the cost and weight were
defined as 80% of the values related to the reference
project. Eq. (4) describes the calculation of the criterion
related to the product weight, where the termWeightMAX
is the weight of the reference project andWeightMIN is the
80% of the max value. The weight of the configuration
analyzed at each optimization step is the termWeighti.

Weightcriterion = WeightMAX − Weighti
WeightMAX − WeightMIN

(4)

6. Conclusion

An approach to support the design optimization dur-
ing the configuration phase has been proposed for ETO
products in order to reduce design time and cost for the
order quote. An ASP.NET software interface has been
implemented to connect the configuration process with
theworkflowdeveloped for the optimizationwithModel-
Based simulations. The proposed method aims to over-
came the limits of traditional commercial tools which are
not performed to integrate product configuration with
design optimization based on GA methods. A test case
was performed on the configuration of an optimized
gas turbine chimney. The use of the proposed tools and
methods has brought a great benefit in terms of reduced
design time and weight in the context of chimney design.
The proposed test case shows the possibility to reduce
about 10% of the product cost using a product configu-
ration approach integrated with a GA optimization.
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